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Successful use of FDR has been documented by numerous state
agencies (1, 2, 5, 6–14). FDR, with and without stabilization, is one of
the most commonly used rehabilitation techniques in Minnesota (15).
In the stabilized FDR (SFDR) process, the existing flexible pavement layer is pulverized and then blended with a portion of the granular base layer. The ratio of AC to granular base varies; the Minnesota
Department of Transportation recommends a 50:50 blend. After this
initial pulverization and blending, a second pass is made, during which
the stabilizing agent is introduced and mixed in with the FDR layer.
The second pass allows for a uniform distribution of the stabilizing agent. Common stabilizing agents are cement, fly ash, foamed
asphalt, engineered emulsion, and some combination of these. This
paper examines test sections stabilized with engineered emulsion.
The Transportation and Engineering Road Research Alliance and
Road Science LLC (formerly SemMaterials) partnered to demonstrate and test the concept of SFDR at the Minnesota Road Research
Facility (MnROAD). Three test sections (Cells 2, 3, and 4) were
constructed in 2008 and opened to traffic in February 2009. Falling
weight deflectometer (FWD) testing was conducted to determine
layer responses. Pavement distresses, such as rutting and cracking,
have been measured periodically since the test cells were opened
to traffic. Details of the design, construction, and laboratory testing
have been published elsewhere (16); a review of the cell’s structures
is presented later in this paper.
As of June 2012, the test sections had received approximately
2.2 million equivalent single-axle loads (ESALs). Cell 3 had one
crack, which is thought to have propagated in from the AC shoulder;
no cracking is present in Cells 2 and 4. Rutting is progressing, and
average values are 0.27 in. for Cells 2 and 3 and 0.30 in. for Cell 4.
Rutting has increased at a slower, relatively steady rate after an
initial period in which rutting increased sharply. The rutting measured
in the period of April to July 2009 was attributed to material consolidation, a common occurrence in asphalt pavements during the
months following traffic opening. FWD testing showed the smallest deflections in Cell 3. Mechanical properties of the stabilized
mixtures were determined from laboratory testing. Cell 3 had the
highest dynamic modulus values, which were slightly higher than
those of Cell 4; Cell 2 had the lowest dynamic modulus. It was found
that modeled responses and predictions were quite reasonable when
material-specific mechanistic properties were used as inputs in the
prediction and analysis programs.
This paper expands on the previous work, provides an update of
pavement performance and field results in an accelerated testing
scenario, and performs a close examination of structural responses
to heavy vehicle (truck) and FWD loading. Finally, the performance of the cells is compared with the modeled predictions from
mechanistic–empirical pavement design methods.

This paper details the construction and analysis of three stabilized fulldepth reclamation (SFDR) sections (Cells 2, 3, and 4) constructed at the
Minnesota Road Research Facility on I-94 in 2008. Three test sections
with different ratios of pulverized asphalt concrete to granular base
were constructed, and the performance of full-depth reclaimed pavements stabilized with engineered emulsion was studied. Emulsion content and base structure varied between test sections. Each test section
was designed for 3.5 million equivalent single-axle loads for a period of
5 years. As of June 30, 2012, the sections had been subjected to approximately 2.2 million such loads. Responses were measured with strain
gauges embedded at the bottom of the hot-mix asphalt and SFDR layers
in each test section. The strain gauges indicated that the bottom of both
the hot-mix asphalt and the SFDR layers was subject to horizontal tensile strain from falling weight deflectometer testing and heavy vehicle
loading. Pavement performance for rutting, cracking, and international
roughness index was measured periodically. The results indicated that
all three cells were performing well. The only crack in the three cells
was in Cell 3; the roughness index values were well within the acceptable range and rutting, although progressing, was still acceptable. The
paper concludes with modeled responses and performance predictions
from DARWinME and BISAR. Model predictions indicate that an SFDR
layer will provide greater structural benefits and increased performance
than will similar structures with unstabilized full-depth reclaimed or
granular base layers.

Full-depth reclamation (FDR) is a widely used pavement rehabilitation method and is a common alternative to traditional reconstruction
(1, 2). One of the advantages of FDR is a reduction in transportation
costs, because of minimal or no need to haul in new aggregate or
dispose of existing material. Additionally, because existing pavement
is reused and recycled, virgin aggregate resources are conserved
(3, 4). The FDR layer is stabilized with some form or combination of bituminous, chemical, and mechanical agents to increase the
strength and stiffness of the material. Use of a stronger, stiffer base
material reduces in situ deflections and the required thickness, and
therefore cost, of the more expensive asphalt concrete (AC) wear
course (5).
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Cell Structure
Three SFDR test sections, Cells 2, 3, and 4, were constructed in
2008 at MnROAD, which is on I-94 about 40 mi northwest of
Minneapolis–Saint Paul, near Albertville, Minnesota. MnROAD
consists of two unique road segments that are parallel to I-94: a
3.5-mi mainline Interstate roadway carrying live traffic averaging
28,500 vehicles per day with 12.7% heavy commercial vehicles, and a
2.5-mi closed-loop low-volume road carrying an MnROAD-operated
18-wheel, five-axle, 80,000-lb truck tractor–semitrailer that simulates
conditions on rural roads. Cells 2, 3, and 4 are located near the west
end of the mainline section.

Traffic
Cells 2, 3, and 4 were designed to provide adequate service for a
traffic level of 3.5 million ESALs. The ESAL level is expected to
be reached in approximately 5 years. Through June 2012, the test
sections had been exposed to approximately 2.2 million ESALs,
slightly greater than 60% of the design life.

Prereclamation Pavement Sections
The prereclamation pavement structures for Cells 2, 3, and 4, and
the adjacent shoulder are listed in Table 1.
The 6-in. hot-mix asphalt (HMA) layer on Cell 2 was pulverized
and blended with 6 in. of granular base, resulting in a 12-in. FDR
layer at an HMA to granular base ratio of 50:50. The top 6 in. were
stabilized with 4.0% engineered emulsion. Emulsion contents were
based on the final dry weight. Beneath the FDR layer, 26 in. of
Class 4 granular base material sits on the clay subgrade. The Cell 3
HMA layer was ground with 2 in. of the granular base layer, resulting in an 8-in. FDR layer at a 75:25 ratio. The top 6 in. of Cell 3 were
injected with 3.0% engineered emulsion. Two inches of unstabilized
FDR remain atop 2 in. of Class 5 granular base above 33 in. of Class
3, a fine-graded granular base material. On Cell 4, a full-depth HMA
pavement, the top 8 in. of the HMA layer were milled off and stockpiled. The remaining 1 in. of HMA was then ground with 8 in. of the
clay subgrade, and fly ash was added to stabilize the mixture. The
pulverized HMA layer, 100% recycled asphalt pavement, that had
been stockpiled was returned and injected with engineered emulsion at 0.75%. The HMA shoulder was pulverized and blended with

2 in. of granular base, resulting in a 4-in.-thick 50:50 FDR layer.
The reclaimed shoulder was stabilized with the addition of 4.5%
emulsion. The cross-section design of the three cells is shown in
Figure 1.
Different design emulsion contents were added to the various
FDR layers because of their inherent differences; design emulsion
contents were determined from tests for indirect tensile strength
(ASTM D 4867), water conditioned indirect tensile strength,
resilient modulus (ASTM D 4123), and thermal cracking (AASHTO
T-322) (17).
The researchers used LTPPBIND software to determine the air
temperature extremes and thus to select a performance grade (PG)
for the binder to be used in the HMA layer (18). Solely on the basis
of climate, the recommended PG was 58-34 at 98% reliability.
Because of the potential for heavy commercial vehicles, however,
a polymer-modified PG 64-34 binder was selected for the HMA
layers to reduce rutting potential. A layered elastic analysis program, KENLAYER (19), was used to determine the 2-in. thickness
of the HMA layer. Cells 2 and 3 have a ¾-in. ultrathin-bonded
wearing course placed over the 2-in. HMA layer. The structural
benefit of the gap-graded polymer-modified mixture is equal to
or greater than that of HMA. In lieu of an open-graded ultrathinbonded wearing course, Cell 4 has an additional 1-in. dense graded
PG 64-34 HMA placed with the same spray paver used for the opengraded mix on Cells 2 and 3. All three cells used the same bonding
membrane; a slightly lower application rate was used for Cell 4’s
dense graded mix.

TABLE 1   Prereclamation Pavement Structures
Pavement
Section

Microsurface
(in.)

HMA
(in.)

Cell 2

0.5

6

Cell 3

na

6

0.5
na

9
2

Cell 4
Adjacent
  shoulder

Note: na = not applicable.

Base

Subgrade

4-in. Class 6
28-in. Class 4
4-in. Class 5
33-in. Class 3
na
36–41-in. aggregate
   (Cells 2 and 3)
7-in. aggregate
  (Cell 4)

Clay
Clay
Clay
Clay
Clay

FIGURE 1   Structure of SFDR Cells 2,
3, and 4 (UTBWC = ultrathin bonded
wearing course; EE = engineered
emulsion).
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FIGURE 2   Rutting in SFDR test sections.

Performance
Distress surveys and rutting and cracking measurements have been
made periodically since cell construction. Cracking measurements
were made visually. Rutting measurements were made with the
automated laser profiling system.
As of July 2012, the three SFDR test sections had performed well—
no cracking was evident in Cells 2 or 4. Cell 3 had a single crack,
which is thought to have originated in the shoulder and propagated into
the driving lane. It has not yet extended into the passing lane.
Figure 2 shows the progression of rutting in each cell. Values in
the figure are an average of 10 measurements taken along the length
of the test section on the inside wheelpath of the driving lane. Rutting
clearly has increased with time and accumulating ESALs. Cell 4 has
a slightly higher average rutting value at 0.30 in. Cells 2 and 3 have
identical average rutting values of 0.27 in. At the time of the most
recent rutting measurements, the sections had received about 60%
of their designed traffic levels.
Structural Response
Horizontal (εx, εy) tensile strains at the bottom of the asphalt layer
are thought to be responsible for bottom-up fatigue cracking in
asphalt pavements. Limiting tensile strains will reduce fatigue
failure. In a traditional flexible pavement of HMA over granular base,
the top of the HMA layer directly under the load normally is under
compression, and the bottom of the HMA layer is under tension.
The magnitude of the tensile strains depends on the relative stiffness of the HMA and underlying base layer. An increase in base
stiffness will reduce tensile stresses at the bottom of the HMA
for a given structure. The design concept of an HMA-over-SFDR
pavement is that the SFDR layer is stiffer than a typical granular
base: a stiffer layer causes the neutral axis to shift deeper or farther
away from the surface. If the SFDR layer is stiff enough, it is thought
that the neutral axis could shift down into the SFDR layer. This

way, the entire HMA layer would be under compressive strain,
and the chief mechanism for bottom-up fatigue cracking could be
eliminated.
Responses from truck and FWD loading were analyzed to verify
this concept and to determine the qualitative and quantitative strain
states at the bottom of the HMA and SFDR layers. Multiple strain
gauges were embedded at the bottom of the HMA and SFDR layers in each test section to measure pavement responses. The strain
gauges are electrical resistance (full bridge) strain transducers with
a nylon rod and transverse steel anchors at each end forming an
H-shape. The strain gauges were placed horizontally in both the
longitudinal and transverse directions (20).
Experimental Results
FWD Loading
FWD drops were used to induce strain responses. A series of three
drops was made at target levels of 6,000, 9,000, and 12,000 lb directly
above the strain gauges. Seven series of drops were conducted on each
cell, directly above each sensor. The FWD drops were conducted
on the same day. Weather conditions were cool (45°F to 55°F) and
the sky was overcast; consequently, the pavement temperature did
not vary significantly throughout the testing process. Testing was
conducted as follows. One series of drops was performed on each
sensor in Cell 4. On completion of the first series of tests on Cell 4, the
testing crew and equipment moved to Cell 3 and completed the first
series and then moved to Cell 2. After the first series was completed
for all three cells, the second test series began on Cell 4. This pattern
was repeated until seven series of drops on all three test sections
had been completed. This procedure allowed for the most similar
environmental conditions possible.
Figure 3 shows that the horizontal strains at the bottom of the
HMA layer are markedly smaller than those at the bottom of the
SFDR layer.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
FIGURE 3   Horizontal tensile strain at bottom of HMA and SFDR layers: (a) Cell 2,
(b) Cell 3, and (c) Cell 4.
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MnROAD Vehicle Loading

Peak-Pick software, developed at the University of Minnesota (21),
was used to determine the maximum strain responses and develop
time series plots of the dynamic load test data. The program defines
strain from baseline to peak. A series of five or more passes over
each cell and sensor was conducted at 40 mph and 5 mph. Strain
response charts for longitudinal strain in Cells 2, 3, and 4 were created
to illustrate the strain responses. The distinction between axles was
made because the axles do not apply equal loads.
Figure 4 shows that the tensile strains at the bottom of the SFDR
layer from the high-speed and low-speed runs are distinctly greater
than those at the bottom of the HMA layer. The figure also shows
that the strains produced from the low-speed runs are greater than
those from the high-speed runs. These manifest trends are consistent
with data produced from both Cell 3 (Figure 5) and Cell 4 (Figure 6).
Wheel wander and small fluctuations in speed are responsible for
variations in response to different passes.
The plots illustrate that overall the strains measured at the bottom
of the SFDR layer are greater than those in the HMA layer, and this
is consistent with the FWD testing.

MnROAD loading vehicle (or MnROAD truck) tests were performed
on the sections, and pavement strain responses under the vehicle
were collected. The MnROAD truck passed over the strain gauges
at two speeds: 40 mph and 5 mph. The MnROAD loading vehicle is
an 18-wheel, five-axle, 80,000-lb tractor–semitrailer combination.
Multiple runs at both high (40 mph) and low (5 mph) speeds were
made. The approximate axle loads were distributed as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Steering axle, 12,000 lb;
Front axle of tractor tandem, 16,900 lb;
Back axle of tractor tandem, 16,600 lb;
Front axle of trailer tandem, 15,600 lb; and
Back axle of trailer tandem, 18,400 lb.

Dynamic load testing with the MnROAD truck was performed on
Cells 2, 3, and 4 for further investigation of the differences in horizontal strain responses at the bottom of the HMA and SFDR layers.

(a)

(b)
FIGURE 4   Tensile strains in Cell 2 generated from MnROAD loading vehicle
at (a) 40 mph and (b) 5 mph.
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(a)

(b)
FIGURE 5   Tensile strains in Cell 3 generated from MnROAD loading vehicle at (a) 40 mph
and (b) 5 mph.

(a)
FIGURE 6   Tensile strains in Cell 4 generated from MnROAD loading vehicle
at (a) 40 mph.
(continued on next page)
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(b)
FIGURE 6 (continued)   Tensile strains in Cell 4 generated from MnROAD loading
vehicle at (b) 5 mph.

Modeled Predictions and Responses

A comparison of the maximum strain responses from Cells 2, 3,
and 4 at the bottom of the HMA layer is presented in Figure 7a, and
a comparison at the bottom of the SFDR layer is given in Figure 7b.
Only the low-speed runs are shown.
The highest strains at the bottom of the HMA layer occur in Cell 4,
as shown in Figure 7, and the lowest strains are in Cell 3. The opposite holds for the SFDR layer—the lowest SFDR strains are in Cell 4.
These trends are similar to those of the high-speed runs.

The structures of the SFDR test sections were input into two pavement analysis programs: DARWin-ME and BISAR. DARWin-ME
predictions were used as a comparison with measured distresses,
and BISAR simulations were performed as a means to validate sensor
responses qualitatively and to examine differences in the strain profile
through the depth of the pavement.

(a)
FIGURE 7   Maximum strain responses from dynamic load testing on Cells 2, 3, and 4 at low
speed (5 mph): (a) at bottom of HMA layer.
(continued)
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(b)
FIGURE 7 (continued)   Maximum strain responses from dynamic load testing on Cells 2, 3,
and 4 at low speed (5 mph): (b) at bottom of SFDR layer.

BISAR Simulations
BISAR is a layered elastic pavement analysis tool that calculates the
resultant stress, strain, and displacement from a user-defined load
(22). The elastic modulus inputs for the HMA of all three test cells
and the FDR + fly ash layer in Cell 4 were based on FWD backcalculations. The SFDR, FDR, and granular base elastic modulus
inputs were based on laboratory testing (Table 2). Resilient modulus
(MR) tests were performed for SFDR and unbound materials following
the NCHRP 1-28A protocol.
Mechanistic simulations from BISAR were used to create a graphical representation (Figure 8) of the strain profile in Cell 2 with three
base structures: SFDR, FDR, and Class 5. The depth of the neutral
axis is located at the intersection of the strain profile with the ordinate
axis. Identical plots were generated for Cells 3 and 4; the trends in
reduction in HMA strain were similar to those of Cell 2.
The location of the neutral axis in the SFDR structure is slightly
deeper (approximately 0.20 in.) than that in the alternate structures.
Although the difference in the location of the neutral axis appears
negligible, the strain at the bottom of the HMA layer is reduced by

TABLE 2   BISAR Elastic Modulus Inputs
Layer

Cell 2

Cell 3

Cell 4

HMA
SFDR
FDR
Granular base
Subgrade

400,000
87,500
37,500
30,000
5,000

400,000
82,600
45,000
30,000
5,000

400,000
85,500
38,000
na
5,000

approximately 50% (Figure 8). Figure 8 shows the distinct difference
in the strain profile of the SFDR pavement. The general form of the
strain profile in systems with either an FDR or a Class 5 base layer
is similar, although it is different in magnitude.
Next, a qualitative comparison of the modeled and measured strain
states is presented. Strain sensors located in the test sections showed
that strain at the bottom of the SFDR layer was greater than that at the
bottom of the HMA layer (Figures 3 through 7).
The Poisson’s ratio input was 0.30 for the HMA layer; 0.40 for all
SFDR, FDR, and granular base layers; and 0.45 for the semi-infinite
subgrade. A full bond condition was assumed for all interfaces.
Outputs from the BISAR simulations are shown in Figure 9.
Qualitatively, BISAR confirms the measured observations from
both FWD and dynamic loading. Companion simulations that used a
range of elastic modulus inputs for the HMA layer produced similar
results. Quantitatively, there is no perfect agreement between modeled and measured strain responses. The general trend indicates that
predicted strains are greater than measured strains at the bottom of
the HMA layer (Figures 4 through 6, Figure 9a). This may be because
of differences in loading or wheel location, variations in speed, or
discrepancies in loading configuration inputs as compared with the
true loads. Figure 9 shows the relatively small difference in maximum
strain responses from Cell 4; these small differences in response are
also manifest in measured values (Figure 6). Regardless of the quantitative differences, the qualitative agreement between measured and
modeled responses is important for the purposes of this discussion.
DARWin-ME Simulations
The outputs from DARWin-ME were used as a comparison for
measured pavement distresses. Flexible distresses modeled by

FIGURE 8   Modeled strain profile in Cell 2 with three base structures.

(a)

(b)
FIGURE 9   BISAR-predicted maximum strain and modeled strain profiles through
HMA and SFDR layers for Cells 2, 3, and 4: (a) predicted maximum strain and
(b) modeled strain profiles.
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DARWin-ME include international roughness index (IRI), rutting of the AC layer and total structure, bottom-up and top-down
fatigue cracking, and thermal fracture. Because of the importance
and sensitivity of predictions to material and climatic inputs (23, 24),
a significant effort was made to ensure that inputs used for this comparison represented the as-built cells as closely as possible. Dynamic
modulus test results from the AASHTO T342 (then TP62) procedure were used as Level 1 inputs for the HMA layer. As described
for Table 2, laboratory-tested resilient modulus (Level 3) values
were used as inputs for the SFDR, FDR, and granular base layers.
Additionally, MnROAD-specific vehicle class distribution and traffic levels were input. The Minneapolis–Saint Paul climate station
(14922) was selected. The AASHTO-93 empirical method was used
for the design of the test sections for a 5-year life. However, a 20-year
design was selected for the mechanistic–empirical analysis, allowing
the researchers to look beyond the current state of distresses.
No thermal cracking was predicted for the three test sections; so
far, this matches in-field performance. No bottom-up or top-down
fatigue cracking is present in Cells 2, 3, or 4; only one crack is
present in Cell 3, and it is thought to have propagated in from the
shoulder. Predicted fatigue cracking for June 2012 was 0.27% for
Cell 3, 0.18% for Cell 2, and 0.14% for Cell 4. Top-down predicted
cracking (ft/mi) at the surface is 26.2 for Cell 2, 59.9 for Cell 3, and
3.98 for Cell 4. Although a relatively small amount of cracking has
been predicted for all three test sections, DARWin-ME predictions
overestimated fatigue damage.
IRI measurements are available through October 2010. Predicted
initial DARWin-ME IRI values were markedly higher (approximately
30 in./mi) than measured values and so were adjusted to match initial measured values. Figure 10 gives a comparison of measured and
modeled IRI values.
Figure 10 reveals that the adjusted DARWin-ME IRI predictions
are analogous to measured values. Moreover, DARWin-ME predictions are well within the variation of in situ measurements. Cell 4
IRI values, both measured and predicted, were appreciably higher
than those of Cell 2 or 3. Seasonal variations are thought to be the
cause of the dip in IRI in April 2010.

The final distress under consideration is total rutting. The research
team used the rutting calibration developed for Minnesota climates
by Hoegh et al. (25). The results are presented in Figure 11.
With the exception of the initial measurement, DARWin-ME
rutting predictions are in close agreement with measured values. As
of May 2012, Cell 2 predictions were an exact match for measured
data; DARWin-ME underestimated rutting in Cell 4 by 0.05 in. and
slightly exaggerated (0.02 in.) rutting in Cell 3.
DARWin-ME predicts the highest amount of fatigue cracking
and rutting for Cell 3, which is consistent with BISAR simulations.
DARWin-ME-adjusted IRI and calibrated rutting predictions closely
matched the field measurements. A significant component of the
close agreement is attributable to the use of project-specific inputs,
that is, laboratory-tested modulus values and MnROAD traffic characterization. Only a few structures were analyzed for this comparison.
Similar comparisons with project-specific inputs (laboratory modulus
values, traffic, etc.) with other flexible sections will be conducted
in the future.

Conclusions
Three SFDR test sections (Cells 2, 3, and 4) with varying ration of
pulverized HMA and granular base, emulsion contents, and base
structures were designed, constructed at MnROAD, and opened
to traffic in February 2009. This paper analyzed measured strain
responses and in-field performance in SFDR pavement systems.
These responses and pavement performance were also modeled with
mechanistic principles.
The test sections were instrumented with horizontally oriented
strain gauges aligned in the longitudinal and transverse directions.
These strain gauges were used to measure the strain responses at
the bottom of the HMA and SFDR layers in each cell. Heavy vehicle
loading and FWD drops were conducted to generate pavement
responses. In each test section, measured data indicated that the
bottom of the HMA and SFDR layers were under tensile strain. More
over, tensile strains at the bottom of the SFDR layer were markedly

FIGURE 10   Comparison of measured IRI and IRI predicted by DARWin-ME (Darwin = DARWin-ME).
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FIGURE 11   Comparison of measured total rutting and total rutting predicted by DARWin-ME.

greater than those at the bottom of the HMA layer. BISAR simulations were in qualitative agreement with measured strain values;
for all three test sections, the bottom of both the HMA and the
SFDR layer was under tension in the horizontal plane; the SFDR
was under higher stain than the HMA layer. BISAR indicated that
the horizontal tensile strain at the bottom of the HMA layer in the
SFDR systems was reduced by approximately 50% compared with
a traditional structure of HMA over granular base. This significant
reduction suggests increased pavement performance and service life.
BISAR simulations indicated that Cell 3 would be under the highest strain in the HMA and SFDR layers (Figure 9). Measured strain
responses at the bottom of the SFDR layer were greatest in Cell 3;
HMA strain responses were highest in Cell 4.
Pavement performance for rutting, cracking, and IRI was measured. In-field measurements indicated the SFDR structures are
performing well. There is no cracking in Cells 2 and 4; a single crack
exists in Cell 3 (it is thought to have propagated in from the shoulder).
No thermal cracking is evident in the three cells. After approximately
2.2 million ESALs, about 60% of the design life, rutting values are
0.27 in. for Cells 2 and 3 and 0.30 in. for Cell 4. Rutting has increased
at a relatively stable rate since a period following opening to traffic,
when rutting increased sharply; this sharp increase was attributed
to material consolidation. DARWin-ME performance predictions
were compared with in-field measured performance. DARWin-MEadjusted IRI and calibrated rutting predictions closely matched the
field measurements. A significant component of the close agreement
is thought to be caused by use of project-specific inputs, that is,
laboratory-tested modulus values and MnROAD traffic characterization. DARWin-ME predicts the highest amount of fatigue
cracking and rutting for Cell 3, which is consistent with BISAR
simulations.
Overall, the SFDR test sections are performing well, especially
given the relatively extreme loading conditions for the structures.
The models appear to account for the increased structural benefit
of the SFDR layer and indicate there is a significant benefit in the
reduction of HMA tensile strains and better pavement performance,
compared with a traditional structure of HMA over a granular base.

Long-term monitoring of pavement performance is needed for
determining the ultimate performance of the test sections, and field
results should be compared with DARWin-ME predictions.
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